TRANSPORTATION SECURITY

DHS Should Communicate the National Strategy’s Alignment with Related Strategies to Guide Federal Efforts
Why GAO Did This Study

In recent years, the nation’s transportation systems facilitated over 5 trillion miles of passenger travel annually while moving billions of tons of cargo. The scale and scope of these systems make them targets for terrorist attacks. Congress directed DHS to work jointly with DOT to develop, revise, and update a biennial National Strategy for Transportation Security that governs federal transportation security efforts.

The FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 includes a provision for GAO to evaluate the extent to which the most recent strategy is reflected in relevant federal transportation security efforts. This report examines the extent to which the 2018 strategy (1) guides relevant federal transportation security efforts, including resource allocation, and (2) incorporates input across transportation modes and risk information, among other things.

To conduct this work, GAO reviewed relevant transportation security documentation, interviewed officials within DHS and DOT on the development and use of the strategy, evaluated interagency collaboration during the development of the national strategy, and analyzed the national strategy’s incorporation of risk information.

What GAO Recommends

GAO recommends that DHS should, in consultation with DOT, communicate to key stakeholders how the National Strategy for Transportation Security aligns with related strategies to guide federal efforts. DHS concurred with the recommendation.

What GAO Found

The 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security generally does not guide federal efforts due in part to its unclear alignment with several strategies that also inform federal transportation security efforts. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS)—primarily through the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)—developed the national strategy, consistent with congressional direction, to govern federal transportation security efforts. However, TSA and Department of Transportation (DOT) officials all identified some degree of redundancy or overlap regarding the role of the strategy in light of other transportation security strategies such as the National Strategy for Aviation Security. Agencies reported using the national strategy for reference, context, and general coordination, but not for driving program activities. Agencies instead use separate strategies and plans to guide program and resource decisions. Similarly, agencies in DHS and DOT (key stakeholders of the strategy) use various strategy documents to allocate resources for federal efforts, which the strategy may inform. However, DHS has not communicated how the strategy aligns with related strategies to guide these efforts. By doing so, federal stakeholders would be better positioned to use the national strategy as part of a whole-of-government approach to preventing terrorist attacks.

Figure: Examples of Transportation Modes in which Federal Agencies Have Security Responsibilities

TSA effectively incorporated input from stakeholders and considered risk information to develop the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security. TSA iteratively updated the biennial strategy by incorporating input across transportation modes and feedback from stakeholders in a manner that generally met GAO’s leading practices for collaboration. For example, TSA clearly communicated roles and responsibilities regarding the strategy development process for participating agencies. In addition, the strategy compiles risks identified for each transportation mode in other strategic planning documents. TSA strategy development officials stated that they also included emergent risk information, for example cybersecurity risks. The security risks identified in these risk assessments, in general, aligned with the risk-based priorities highlighted in the strategy.
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In recent years, the nation’s transportation systems facilitated over 5 trillion miles of passenger travel annually while moving approximately 17 billion tons of cargo. The scale and scope of these systems make them targets for terrorist attacks. For example, in December 2017, a terrorist detonated a bomb at a New York bus terminal, injuring five people. In October 2010, terrorists placed concealed explosive devices in cargo onboard two U.S.-bound all-cargo aircraft, which could have caused catastrophic damage if not intercepted by multiple foreign governments working together.

Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and recognizing vulnerabilities in the nation’s transportation systems, Congress directed the creation of a National Strategy for Transportation Security to serve as the governing document for federal transportation security efforts. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) released the first National Strategy for Transportation Security in 2005, and since then it has prepared and released the strategy six times. The 2018 national strategy aims to identify and evaluate U.S. transportation assets that must be protected from attack or disruption by terrorist or other hostile forces. It sets out to provide a forward-looking, risk-based plan for the security and freedom of movement of people and goods while preserving civil rights, civil liberties, and privacy. The national strategy includes a base plan, modal security plans—covering aviation, maritime, and surface transportation—and an intermodal security plan. TSA primarily manages the base, aviation, surface, and intermodal security plans, and the U.S. Coast Guard manages the maritime security plan. The Department of Transportation (DOT) supports strategy development and reviews the national strategy as a whole.


3Intermodal transportation involves the movement of supplies and products within and across multiple modes of transportation as part of global supply chains.
The FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, enacted in October 2018, includes a provision for us to review the 2018 national strategy. This report examines the extent to which the 2018 national strategy (1) is consistent with desired characteristics of national strategies, (2) guides relevant federal transportation security efforts, including resource allocation and (3) incorporates input across transportation modes and risk information. The FAA Reauthorization Act provision also asked that we review any annual progress reports based on the 2018 national strategy submitted to Congress to determine if they provide information on the degree to which the 2018 national strategy guides federal efforts relating to transportation security. However, TSA officials stated that the 2019 annual report—the first that would communicate results from the 2018 national strategy—had not been submitted to Congress as of November 2019, after we provided a copy of the draft report to agencies for comment.

To address how the national strategy is consistent with desired characteristics, we reviewed the national strategy and compared it to a set of desirable characteristics for national strategies that we have previously identified. These characteristics include: (1) purpose, scope, and methodology; (2) problem definition and risk assessment; (3) goals,

---


5Id. See also 49 U.S.C. § 114(s)(4)(B) (requiring the submission of an assessment of the progress made on implementing the strategy, including the modal security plans, each year to the Committee on transportation and Infrastructure and the Committee on Homeland Security of the House of Representatives, and the Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the Senate).

6This report also addresses part of a provision from the FAA Reauthorization Act for us to review the management oversight strategy of TSA’s surface transportation security programs. See Pub. L. No. 115-254, div. K, tit. I, § 1966(1), 132 Stat. at 3607. We are addressing the remaining parts of this provision through a separate, forthcoming report that we will issue in November 2019.

7GAO, Combating Terrorism: Evaluation of Selected Characteristics in National Strategies Related to Terrorism, GAO-04-408T (Washington, D.C., Feb. 3, 2004). We had identified these desirable characteristics by consulting numerous sources including statutory requirements; legislative and executive branch guidance; the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, as amended, which establishes requirements for agency strategic plans; general literature on strategic planning and performance; and guidance from the Office of Management and Budget. Based on our review of numerous sources, we identified a set of desirable characteristics to aid responsible parties in further developing and implementing the strategies—and to enhance their usefulness in resource and policy decisions and to better assure accountability.
subordinate objectives, activities, and performance measures; (4) resources, investments, and risk management; (5) organizational roles, responsibilities, and coordination; and (6) integration and implementation. We also reviewed TSA documentation and interviewed officials from TSA to determine how they developed the national strategy and planning documents to support it.

To address how the national strategy guides federal efforts, we reviewed relevant transportation security documentation and interviewed cognizant agency officials. Specifically, we reviewed the national strategy and reviewed documentation of relevant federal efforts (e.g., transportation security programs, budgets, research, and staffing levels) within the 2018-2021 timeframe covered by the national strategy to determine the extent to which the national strategy guided these decisions.8 We interviewed key stakeholders—that is, officials within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), including from TSA, Coast Guard, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and the Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Office, and DOT—to discuss how they used the national strategy to guide their decisions. Additionally, we reviewed TSA planning guidance and management directives, and relevant transportation security national and agency strategy documents. We assessed TSA’s efforts to communicate the national strategy against federal internal control standards related to externally communicating the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives.9

To address how the national strategy incorporates interagency input and risk, we reviewed the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security, evaluated interagency collaboration during the development of the national strategy, and analyzed the national strategy’s incorporation of risk information from key documents. Specifically, we compared TSA’s development of the national strategy with selected leading practices for implementing interagency collaborative mechanisms that we have previously identified, including leadership; clarifying roles and responsibilities; and documenting and updating written guidance and

---

8Our review excluded private sector, state, local, tribal, or territorial transportation security efforts.

agreements. Further, we reviewed the risk-based priorities in the national strategy base plan, modal plans, and intermodal plan. We then assessed the extent to which the national strategy’s risk-based priorities reflected risks to transportation security identified in key assessments: the 2014 National Maritime Strategic Risk Assessment; the 2017 National Maritime Terrorist Threat Assessment; and the 2017 Transportation Sector Security Risk Assessment. We interviewed TSA and Coast Guard officials responsible for providing information—including risk information—to the national strategy to determine how the collaboration in the national strategy’s development and risk information provided was used in the development of the 2018 national strategy.

We conducted this performance audit from March 2019 to November 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

## Background

### Federal Transportation Security Responsibilities and Coordination

Congress created a multi-agency framework that established agency responsibilities for securing the nation’s transportation systems. Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the Aviation and Transportation Security Act, enacted in November 2001, established TSA as the federal agency with primary responsibility for transportation

---

To identify these leading practices, we conducted a literature review on interagency collaborative mechanisms, interviewed 13 academic and practitioner experts in the field of collaboration, and reviewed their work. We also conducted a detailed analysis of 45 GAO reports that contained in-depth discussions of collaborative mechanisms and covered a broad range of issues. For more information, see GAO. *Managing for Results: Key Considerations for Implementing Interagency Collaborative Mechanisms*, GAO-12-1022 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 27, 2012). For this review, two analysts reviewed the leading practices and used professional judgment to identify those that applied to the development of the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security. We determined that three of the leading practices apply to developing the national strategy and four had key features associated with the practices. Specifically, these practices include 1) leadership, 2) clarity of roles and responsibilities, and 3) participants and features of 1) outcomes and accountability, 2) bridging organizational cultures, 3) resources, and 4) written guidance and agreements.
security.\textsuperscript{11} Within this framework, two components of DHS—TSA and Coast Guard—are responsible for most transportation security activities. TSA is the primary federal agency responsible for security in all modes of transportation, including civil aviation, passenger and freight rail, highway and motor carrier transportation, and pipeline transportation systems.\textsuperscript{12} Coast Guard is the lead federal agency responsible for maritime transportation security, though TSA plays a role in managing, for example, credentialing for workers at seaports.\textsuperscript{13}

TSA and Coast Guard’s regulatory authorities vary across modes, which affects how transportation security activities are planned for and implemented. For example, TSA and Coast Guard exercise more regulatory authority over (and, in some cases, have operational responsibility for) the aviation and maritime modes pursuant to their respective statutory authorities.\textsuperscript{14} In the aviation mode, TSA has operational responsibility for the screening of passengers and property transported on aircraft, but also imposes and enforces security requirements established through regulation on air carriers and other industry stakeholders.\textsuperscript{15} Similarly, Coast Guard has responsibility for ensuring that maritime vessels and facilities are compliant with applicable security requirements.\textsuperscript{16} TSA’s statutory responsibilities for the surface


\textsuperscript{12}See 49 U.S.C. § 114(d).

\textsuperscript{13}The DHS Secretary has delegated responsibility for maritime transportation security, which includes responsibilities enacted through the Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002, as amended, to Coast Guard. See Pub. L. No. 107-295, 116 Stat. 2064 (2002).

\textsuperscript{14}Notably, these authorities stem from, among other statutes, the Aviation and Transportation Security Act and the Maritime Transportation Security Act, as amended.

\textsuperscript{15}See, e.g., 49 C.F.R. pts. 1540-1562 (addressing requirements for airports, air carriers, and other TSA-regulated entities).

\textsuperscript{16}See, e.g., 33 C.F.R. pts. 104-105 (addressing maritime vessel and facility security, respectively).
transportation modes, however, are generally less prescriptive. With respect to these modes, TSA works with transportation operators on a broad set of risk-based activities such as training, information sharing, and community outreach within a collaborative environment. For example, in freight rail TSA and its partners undertake collaborative efforts to establish security priorities, identify vulnerabilities and capability gaps, and reduce risks. Freight rail operators, meanwhile, engage in cooperative and independent security initiatives to assess risks and refine security plans.

Other federal agencies are involved in transportation security, but to varying degrees. At the department level, DHS is responsible for providing strategic guidance, direct a national unity of effort, and coordinating security across critical infrastructure sectors. CBP manages programs designed to secure cargo and ensure intermodal transportation security, among other things. CBP activities include programs to encourage trade partners to implement security best practices and identify high-risk shipments and travelers before they reach U.S. ports of entry. DOT also has some transportation security responsibilities, which we describe below. Figure 1 illustrates agencies' activities across transportation modes.

---

17See, e.g., 6 U.S.C. § 1207 (directing the Secretaries of Homeland Security and Transportation to develop and transmit to pipeline operators security recommendations for natural gas and hazardous liquid pipelines and pipeline facilities, and authorizing the promulgation of regulations if the Secretary of Homeland Security determines it would be appropriate to do so).

18See, e.g., Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-21 (Feb. 12, 2013) (designating 16 critical infrastructure sectors and respective sector-specific agencies, including the transportation systems sector for which DHS and DOT are co-sector-specific agencies).

19For example, through its Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism program, which is a voluntary public-private sector partnership program, CBP works with the trade community to strengthen internal supply chains and improve U.S. border security. See 6 U.S.C. §§ 961-973.
Federal policies and plans establish specific coordination mechanisms and activities for transportation security. Specifically, in accordance with the Homeland Security Act of 2002, as amended, DHS created the National Infrastructure Protection Plan to guide the national effort to manage risk to the nation’s critical infrastructure, including through coordination of agencies and various critical infrastructure sectors.
including transportation systems. Under this structure, DHS and DOT are co-Sector-Specific Agencies for the Transportation Systems Sector. DHS delegated its sector responsibilities to TSA and Coast Guard. Within the transportation systems sector, agencies and stakeholders charter councils for individual transportation modes as well as the sector as a whole. Sector Coordinating Councils and Government Coordinating Councils for each critical infrastructure sector provide forums for promoting efficient collaboration within the sectors. Further, the Sector-Specific Agencies are to develop, in close collaboration with Sector Coordinating Councils and other sector partners, a sector-specific plan that tailors the National Infrastructure Protection Plan to the specific characteristics and landscape of each critical infrastructures sector. Under the Transportation Systems Sector-Specific Plan, DOT and DHS, through TSA, and Coast Guard, coordinate with infrastructure owners and operators, provide technical assistance, and carry out incident management responsibilities. CBP is also a permanent member of the Aviation Government Coordinating Council.

The Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (9/11 Commission Report), released in July 2004, identified concerns with aspects of transportation security planning, including the lack of an integrated strategic plan for the transportation sector. The Commission found that the screening of passengers and


21According to the National Infrastructure Protection Plan, a Sector Specific Agency is a Federal department or agency responsible for providing institutional knowledge and specialized expertise; leading, facilitating, or supporting the security and resilience programs; and performing associated activities of its designated critical infrastructure sector. DHS delegated responsibilities for transportation and maritime security to TSA and Coast Guard, respectively, pursuant to a May 27, 2003, delegation of authority.

22According to the National Infrastructure Protection Plan, Sector Coordinating Councils are self-organized, self-run, and self-governed organizations that represent key stakeholders within a sector and serve as entry points for government collaboration on security and resilience activities and issues. Government Coordinating Councils are the government counterpart to the Sector Coordinating Council for each sector, established to enable interagency and intergovernmental coordination on issues such as risk.

their property at airports accounted for the majority of transportation security investments, leaving vulnerable other facets of transportation security, such as cargo, general aviation, and surface transportation. The Commission recommended that the U.S. government identify and evaluate the transportation assets that need to be protected, set risk-based priorities for defending them, select the most practical and cost effective means of doing so, and then develop a plan, budget, and funding source to implement the effort.24

Congress subsequently passed the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (Intelligence Reform Act), which directed the Secretary of DHS to develop, prepare, implement, and update, as needed, a National Strategy for Transportation Security and transportation modal security plans.25 The statute further directs the Secretary of Homeland Security to work jointly with the Secretary of Transportation to develop, revise, and update the national strategy and transportation modal security plans.26 Within DHS, responsibility for such strategic planning had been delegated by the Secretary of Homeland Security in May 2003 to TSA for transportation security across all modes of transportation and to Coast Guard for maritime security, specifically. The Intelligence Reform Act called for a national strategy that was to include elements that aligned with the Commission’s recommendation. Table 1 illustrates parallels among the Commission’s multi-part recommendation, the Intelligence Reform Act, as amended, and the 2018 national strategy.

---

24The recommendation further provided that the plan should assign roles and missions to the relevant authorities (federal, state, regional, and local) and to private stakeholders.


2649 U.S.C. § 114(s)(2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. Government should:</td>
<td>The National Strategy for Transportation shall include:</td>
<td>The strategy is a forward-looking plan that identifies and evaluates transportation assets in the United States that must be protected from attack or disruption by terrorist or other hostile forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and evaluate the</td>
<td>An identification and evaluation of the transportation assets that must be protected from attack or disruption by terrorist or hostile forces.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transportation assets that</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>need to be protected.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set risk-based priorities</td>
<td>The development of risk-based priorities based on risk assessments conducted or received by the Secretary of Homeland Security across all transportation modes and realistic deadlines for addressing security needs associated with transportation assets.</td>
<td>The strategy identifies three strategic goals and applies a strategic risk-management approach to implement them. Risk management principles form the foundation for identifying security priorities and courses of action that provide cost-effective solutions to the risk of terrorist attacks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for defending transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select the most practical</td>
<td>The most appropriate, practical, and cost-effective means of defending those assets against threats to their security.</td>
<td>The strategy includes practical and cost-effective means to defend transportation assets, and builds upon the demonstrated commitment of the transportation industries to continually advance security programs through the most appropriate, practical, and cost-effective means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and cost-effective ways of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defending transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then develop a plan, budget,</td>
<td>A 3- and 10-year budget for Federal transportation security programs that will achieve the priorities of the National Strategy for Transportation Security.</td>
<td>The strategy contributes to departmental budgetary processes by applying multiple information sources (intelligence risk assessments, and exercises) to determine priorities and capability gaps that influence resource allocation decisions and budget projections across federal agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and funding to implement the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effort.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The plan should assign roles</td>
<td>A forward-looking strategic plan that sets forth the agreed upon roles and missions of Federal, State, regional, local, and tribal authorities and establishes mechanisms for encouraging cooperation and participation by private sector entities.</td>
<td>The security responsibility of the nation’s transportation systems is shared among multiple jurisdictions at federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial levels and with public and private transportation owners and operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and missions to the relevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authorities (federal, state,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regional, and local) and to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private stakeholders.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of the Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (July 2004), 49 U.S.C. § 114(s), and the 2018 Biennial National Strategy for Transportation Security. | GAO-20-88

*49 U.S.C. § 114(s)(3)(A).*
*§ 114(s)(3)(B).*
*§ 114(s)(3)(D).*
*§ 114(s)(3)(G). This element was not included in the statute as originally enacted through section 4001 of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 but rather was added along with other elements by amendment through the Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007. See Pub. L. No. 110-53, § 1202(5), 121 Stat. 266, 382 (2007).*
*§ 114(s)(3)(D).*
Consistent with its underlying statute, the national strategy states that it is the governing document for federal transportation security efforts, and lays out a number of areas where it can govern those efforts.\textsuperscript{27} For example, the national strategy states that it contributes to departmental budgetary processes by applying multiple information sources to determine priorities and capability gaps that influence resource allocation decisions and budget projections across federal agencies. Further, the national strategy is intended to support out-year programming and budgeting by measuring progress toward achieving the security outcomes for funded activities. The national strategy states that its risk-based priorities help to narrow capability gaps and raise the security baseline. The risk-based priorities in the national strategy are also intended to inform security decisions about the types of activities government and industry modal security officials should pursue to address terrorism risks. The national strategy includes modal security plans as appendixes—also consistent with its underlying statute—and other, separate, statutorily required national strategy documents as annexes TSA determined were appropriate to include.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{27}See 49 U.S.C. § 114(s)(5)(A).

\textsuperscript{28}See 49 U.S.C. § 114(s)(5)(B) (identifying additional plans or reports that are to be included in the Strategy as an integral part or as an appendix). See also 6 U.S.C. §§ 1133 (requiring the Secretary of Homeland Security to develop and implement a National Strategy for Public Transportation Security) and 1161 (requiring the Secretary to develop and implement a National Strategy for Railroad Transportation Security).
The 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security is generally consistent with desirable characteristics of an effective national strategy. In 2004, we reported that national strategies are not required to address a single, consistent set of characteristics, and they contain varying degrees of detail based on their different scopes.\textsuperscript{29} We have previously identified a set of desirable characteristics that we believe would provide additional guidance to responsible parties for developing and implementing the strategies—and to enhance their usefulness as guidance for resource and policy decision-makers and to better ensure accountability.\textsuperscript{30} Our analysis of the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security found that it is fully consistent with two of the six desirable characteristics of an effective national strategy and partially consistent with four, as summarized in table 2.

Table 2: The 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security Generally Consists of Desirable Characteristics of National Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable Characteristic</th>
<th>Assessment of 2018 National Strategy</th>
<th>Supporting Documentation and Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem definition and risk assessment</td>
<td>Fully consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy describes national problems and threats in the context of transportation security as a whole and within each transportation mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals, subordinate objectives, activities, and performance measures</td>
<td>Fully consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy establishes three high-level goals for transportation security, which guide the listing of activities within modal security plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose, scope, and methodology</td>
<td>Partially consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy describes its purpose, i.e., to respond to a statutory requirement, and scope; but does not fully describe the methodology for how it is produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results, investments, and risk management</td>
<td>Partially consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy describes where resources and investments should be targeted based on balancing risk reductions with cost. However, it does not address the cost of implementation or the sources and types of resources and investments needed for implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational roles, responsibilities, and coordination</td>
<td>Partially consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy identifies the departments and agencies responsible for implementing specific activities but does not explicitly address the roles of implementing agencies. However, TSA, Coast Guard, and DOT agency officials indicated that they understood which organization would be responsible for implementing activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{29} The desirable characteristics of an effective national strategy are described in GAO, \textit{Combating Terrorism: Evaluation of Selected Characteristics in National Strategies Related to Terrorism, GAO-04-408T} (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 3, 2004).

\textsuperscript{30} GAO-04-408T.
The national strategy discusses the roles of federal, state, local, and tribal governments as well as industry in implementing aspects of the national strategy. It also discusses implementation through the activities in the modal security plans. The national strategy does list other strategies for which it addresses legislative or other requirements, but it does not address how it relates to the goals, objectives, and activities of other strategies.

Source: GAO analysis of the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security and related documents; interviews with officials from Transportation Security Administration (TSA), U.S. Coast Guard, and Department of Transportation (DOT); and GAO, Combating Terrorism: Evaluation of Selected Characteristics in National Strategies Related to Terrorism, GAO-04-408T (Washington, D.C., Feb. 3, 2004).

Note: In 2004, we reported that national strategies are not required to address a single, consistent set of characteristics, and they contain varying degrees of detail based on their different scopes. In line with the methodology described in GAO-04-408T, we consider the national strategy to be fully consistent with a characteristic when it explicitly cites all elements of a characteristic. We consider it to be partially consistent if the national strategy included some, but not all elements of a characteristic.

We found that supporting documents of the national strategy (such as a planning guide, project plan, and budget document) include additional elements of desirable characteristics that are not currently included in the strategy. For example, the national strategy’s guidance document describes the methodology for developing the strategy. TSA officials indicated that as they develop the 2020 national strategy, they will take steps to incorporate additional elements of desirable characteristics.

The national strategy plays a limited role in guiding federal transportation security efforts. Agencies rely instead on various agency- or mode-specific documents that DHS and DOT officials stated overlap with the national strategy. Similarly, agencies do not consult the national strategy to allocate resources for their federal transportation security efforts. They instead make such decisions based on various strategy documents and department and agency guidance, which the national strategy may inform to varying degrees.

TSA identifies the national strategy as the governing document for federal transportation security efforts, consistent with its underlying statute; however, agency officials generally do not use it to guide their efforts and had disparate views about its functional role given overlapping strategic documents. The 2018 national strategy states: “While the strategy presents a whole community plan for reducing the risks to transportation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable Characteristic</th>
<th>Assessment of 2018 National Strategy</th>
<th>Supporting Documentation and Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration and implementation</td>
<td>Partially consistent</td>
<td>The national strategy discusses the roles of federal, state, local, and tribal governments as well as industry in implementing aspects of the national strategy. It also discusses implementation through the activities in the modal security plans. The national strategy does list other strategies for which it addresses legislative or other requirements, but it does not address how it relates to the goals, objectives, and activities of other strategies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from terrorist attacks, it is, as mandated, the governing document for federal transportation security efforts.” Ofﬁcials representing TSA aviation, Coast Guard, TSA intermodal, and DOT stated that they did not use the national strategy to guide their efforts; TSA surface ofﬁcials stated that it generally did guide surface transportation activities. Ofﬁcials from TSA’s Strategy, Policy Coordination, and Innovation ofﬁce, which coordinates the national strategy’s development, said that although the national strategy does not drive transportation security activities, it does inform such activities as they related to risk-based priorities.

Although the national strategy states that it is to be the governing document for transportation security efforts, TSA strategy ofﬁcials described it as a catalogue of transportation security activities. The vast majority of the activities and performance measures reported in the national strategy came from ongoing reporting mechanisms such as the DHS Annual Performance Report and TSA voluntary surface security assessments, according to TSA and Coast Guard ofﬁcials. Therefore, the national strategy did not affect the number of activities or types of programs that agencies undertook, according to TSA and Coast Guard ofﬁcials. Instead, the national strategy summarized information about current transportation security goals and performance as opposed to guiding such decisions.

TSA surface and aviation, Coast Guard, and DOT ofﬁcials stated that several different strategies and planning documents with similar areas of focus resulted in redundancy or overlap with the National Strategy for Transportation Security. We have reported that when overlap exists

---


32We were unable to determine the extent to which the national strategy guided intermodal transportation because no single agency is responsible for implementation, and those with large roles did not identify decisions made using the national strategy. Several agencies including Coast Guard, TSA, and CBP have responsibilities for aspects of intermodal transportation. CBP in particular plays a role in several intermodal security activities. For example, TSA and CBP coordinate on an initiative to screen air cargo. Coast Guard supports CBP programs related to supply chain security. CBP also operates programs for performing risk-based screening of cargo. However, CBP ofﬁcials we spoke to were not familiar with the national strategy.

33Overlap is present when multiple agencies or programs have similar goals, engage in similar activities or strategies to achieve them, or target similar beneﬁciaries.
there may be opportunities to increase efficiency.\textsuperscript{34} For example, communicating the use of overlapping documents could promote efficiency in creating and using strategies to make transportation security-related decisions. Figure 2 shows the National Strategy for Transportation Security and numerous other documents, including several identified in the 2018 national strategy, that guide transportation security decisions. For specific examples of strategies used by each component, see appendix I.

\textbf{Figure 2: Numerous Strategic Planning Documents Guide Federal Transportation Security Efforts in Addition to the National Strategy for Transportation Security}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Infrastructure Protection Plan (DHS)</td>
<td>National Maritime Strategic Risk Assessment (Coast Guard)</td>
<td>National Maritime Terrorist Threat Assessment (Coast Guard)</td>
<td>National Maritime Transportation Plan (Coast Guard)</td>
<td>National Security Strategy (EOP)</td>
<td>National Strategy for Aviation Security and supporting plans (EOP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{National Strategy for Transportation Security (DHS/DOT)}

- Quadrennial Homeland Security Review (DHS)
- Small Vessel Security Strategy (DHS)
- Strategy for Waterside Security of Especially Hazardous Cargo (DHS)
- Strategy to Enhance International Supply Chain Security (DHS)
- TSA Cybersecurity Roadmap (TSA)

\textbf{Source:} Strategies and planning documents identified in the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security, interviews with TSA, Coast Guard, DHS, and DOT officials, Coast Guard budget guidance, and TSA planning documentation used to create the 2018 strategy. | GAO-20-88

As shown in figure 2, the National Strategy for Transportation Security exists among more than a dozen other national-level strategic documents without a hierarchical alignment indicating how they interact or supersede each other. Officials from TSA’s strategy office stated that they view the functional role of the national strategy as informing transportation modes’ activities where applicable, and that transportation officials should use it to ensure consistency of effort across activities. Transportation officials had differing views on the varying role of the national strategy, as described below:35

- **DHS:**
  - **TSA Aviation:** The national strategy keeps security operations on track and aligned with priorities, but officials used the national strategy more for reference than to guide program or planning decisions. TSA officials stated that aviation policy is regulatory in nature, meaning policy is driven by requirements established through statute and regulation rather than by the national strategy. TSA aviation officials also stated that they could not provide an example of where the national strategy was used to make specific decisions or actions.
  - **Coast Guard:** The national strategy informs federal partners of Coast Guard’s maritime transportation security activities, but Coast Guard officials stated that the national strategy does not require them to take on activities they are not already doing; instead, it puts those transportation security activities in context. Coast Guard officials stated that the national strategy did not drive decisions or activities.
  - **TSA Surface:** The national strategy generally guides transportation security activities and drives a common understanding around goals for both TSA officials and industry partners. TSA surface officials stated that the need for voluntary cooperation and engagement makes the alignment of priorities with national strategy more valuable in the surface mode. TSA surface officials stated that they use the national strategy to guide their implementation of federal transportation security programs. Specifically, TSA surface officials stated that they use the national strategy to determine areas of focus for training and exercise programs.

35Officials from TSA’s strategy office did not provide a role for the national strategy in guiding intermodal security efforts.
The national strategy delineates the transportation roles and responsibilities through the lens of terrorism, giving it value as a tool for communicating and coordinating within the transportation systems sector rather than as a planning tool. DOT officials stated that they did not use the national strategy as a major factor to prioritize budget decisions and cannot assign a causal relationship between the national strategy and policy.

Officials from TSA’s strategy office stated that they created the national strategy to respond to legislative requirements; however, they had not fully considered or communicated to key stakeholders how the national strategy would functionally guide federal efforts. Officials acknowledged that it could be helpful to communicate this information to stakeholders as they develop future iterations of the national strategy. Such communication would be consistent with federal internal control standards, which state that management should externally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives.36

TSA has made efforts over the years to streamline and consolidate reporting requirements of the national strategy with similar documents. For example, in August 2010, TSA sent a letter to notify Congress that it was streamlining the national strategy and several other documents by incorporating them into the Transportation Systems Sector Annual Report.37 The letter stated that streamlining strategic planning and reporting requirements improves their usefulness and reduces federal government and stakeholder confusion. Similarly, TSA surface officials stated that they have attempted to consolidate their reporting requirements by integrating two strategies focused on mass transit and freight rail into the national strategy. Officials stated that those strategies were published as separate annexes in the 2018 National Strategy for


37TSA’s letter indicated that the national strategy would be included in the Transportation Systems Sector Annual Report as part of the National Infrastructure Protection Plan/Transportation Systems Sector-Specific Plan framework. Other strategies and reports whose requirements were to be met in the streamlined document were the Annual Report on Transportation Security (49 U.S.C. § 44938), and the Enhanced Security Measures Progress Report.
Transportation Security in response to feedback, but had been integrated into the 2016 iteration of the national strategy.38

Officials from TSA’s strategy office said they believed the national strategy has value in providing a whole-of-government strategy for transportation security with a counterterrorism view. However, we have previously reported that the ultimate measure of the value of national security strategies is the extent to which they are useful as guidance in balancing homeland security priorities with other important, non-homeland security objectives. Though the national strategy lays out a number of areas where it can govern federal transportation security efforts, its unclear position among numerous strategic documents limits its ultimate value. For example, the risk-based priorities in the national strategy are intended to inform security decisions about the types of activities government and industry modal security officials should pursue to address terrorism risks. Instead, according to officials, the national strategy summarizes current transportation security activities within each mode and they generally use other documents to guide their transportation security decisions. By communicating to key stakeholders how the national strategy aligns with related strategies to guide federal efforts, stakeholders would be in a better position to use the strategy as a whole-of-government approach to preventing terrorist attacks.

Officials representing TSA, Coast Guard, and DOT identified various documents and strategies as guiding resource decisions. TSA budget representatives stated that specific budgetary decisions and trade-offs result from other strategy documents, such as the TSA Strategy and Administrator’s Intent. TSA budget officials indicated a link between the National Strategy for Transportation Security and the budget process because other strategy documents incorporated the national strategy. Similarly, Coast Guard officials stated that they broadly consider the national strategy, the DHS Resource Planning Guidance, and other documents during their budgeting process. However, Coast Guard officials could not speak to the influence of the national strategy in particular.

38These strategies are the 2018 National Strategy for Public Transportation Security (6 U.S.C. § 1133) and the 2018 National Strategy for Railroad Transportation Security (6 U.S.C. § 1161), which are included in the strategy as annexes. TSA officials reported that they are considering merging these strategies with the National Strategy for Transportation Security for the 2020 iteration.
When asked about how the national strategy influences resource decisions, agency officials explained:

- **DHS:**
  - **TSA Aviation:** The national strategy has not influenced any specific resource allocation decisions.
  - **Coast Guard:** The national strategy is part of the broader budget process, but officials could not speak to its particular influence or provide examples of the national strategy changing the direction of maritime security activities.
  - **TSA Surface:** The national strategy does not provide specific direction on resource allocation decisions. The national strategy provides a guidepost for where TSA wants to expend effort and can provide guidance during times of limited budgets and personnel, though officials did not provide specific examples of cases in which this occurred.

- **DOT:** The national strategy does not play any role in the department’s budget process.

The national strategy identifies the creation of out-year budgets as a challenge. For example, the statute under which TSA develops the national strategy provides that it is to include both a 3-year and 10-year budget for federal transportation security programs that will achieve the priorities of the national strategy. However, the national strategy recognizes that it does not provide 3-year and 10-year budget information due to the challenge of anticipating future transportation security programming needs and aligning budget projections across multiple departments and agencies. To address this challenge, the national strategy aims to contribute to budgetary processes by applying multiple information sources to determine priorities and capability gaps that influence resource allocation decisions and budget projections. Further, the national strategy is to support budgeting by measuring progress towards achieving the security outcomes for funded activities.

---

39According to TSA officials, there is no single responsible agency for implementation of intermodal transportation security, thus we were unable to determine the impact of the strategy on the resource decision-making process.

40DOT officials noted that because the statutory element of the strategy addressing the budget for federal transportation security efforts is focused on transportation security programs, which are operated by DHS, DOT does not consider the strategy in its budgetary process.
TSA officials explained that, rather than provide the 3-year and 10-year budget, TSA designed its budget process to align with, and be consistent with, the department’s five-year budget cycle set out in the Homeland Security Act. The national strategy explains that, accordingly, agency budget information will continue to be reported through their regular budget processes. TSA officials told us that they have been reporting budget information to Congress this way since before they produced the initial national strategy, and that Congress has not raised concerns with this approach. TSA, Coast Guard, and DOT officials told us they did not use the national strategy to make specific budget or resource allocation decisions because they did not believe the national strategy should direct those decisions. Officials from TSA’s strategy office confirmed that, in their view, the national strategy was not intended to guide resource decisions.

TSA officials collaboratively developed the 2018 National Strategy for Transportation Security, which generally reflected risks identified in existing TSA and Coast Guard documents. TSA managed the creation of the national strategy by seeking input from stakeholders with responsibilities in each of the three transportation modes as well as intermodal transportation. Specifically, TSA officials sent out three data calls for information and feedback to officials at TSA, Coast Guard, and DOT responsible for providing information. Each data call built upon the prior one and provided the modal officials multiple opportunities to revise and edit their data. In addition, TSA officials sent the data calls to the Transportation Modal Government Coordinating Councils and recounted sending them to other groups, such as Sector Coordinating Councils.

Because of the numerous agencies involved and the length of the development and review process, TSA began development of the 2018 national strategy before they submitted the 2016 national strategy to Congress. TSA planning officials stated that they encouraged officials responsible for overseeing implementation of transportation programs to help develop the strategy so TSA could leverage the expertise of each individual mode. TSA delegated the responsibility of identifying performance measures, activities, and related information to officials in each of the modes. These modal officials in turn contacted officials

---

implementing transportation security programs to gather information and metrics related to their programs in the mode-specific appendixes, as well as coordinate general feedback on the national strategy’s base plan. TSA recommended that modes leverage activity and performance information already reported, to the extent possible. This allowed the national strategy to be efficiently updated according to TSA planning officials, which is crucial to TSA’s planning timeline of developing the national strategy every two years.

Officials representing TSA surface and aviation, Coast Guard, and DOT confirmed their participation in the data calls and national strategy development. TSA surface officials also stated that they leveraged existing collaboration and coordination mechanisms to provide industry and stakeholder feedback, such as government coordinating councils and sector coordinating councils. Senior leadership then reviewed the information to ensure that it did not conflict with other strategies that agencies use to guide activities, according to TSA and DHS officials.

We compared TSA’s work collaborating with other agencies to produce the national strategy with key practices we have identified for collaboration and found that TSA generally aligned the national strategy development with selected key practices.\(^\text{42}\) Specifically, selected leading practices call for agencies to collaborate by identifying 1) leadership, 2) clear roles and responsibilities, and 3) participants.\(^\text{43}\) TSA’s leadership developing the national strategy, working jointly with DOT, is identified in agency documentation and a DHS memo which delegates this authority. TSA officials provided clear roles and responsibilities to agencies asked to provide data through the data calls that supported the 2018 national strategy development. In addition, they included all relevant participating agencies in the process and provided a clear method of decision-making.


\(^{43}\)We also found that TSA implemented features of 1) outcomes and accountability, 2) bridging organizational cultures, 3) resources, and 4) written guidance and agreements. Specifically, TSA clearly defined and could track short-term and long-term outcomes in planning documents and communication; developed ways to operate across agency boundaries using modal planners and by using common terminology and definitions in documentation; provided staff and templates to facilitate joint interactions; and documented agreed upon responsibilities for key participating agencies.
TSA officials stated that it was a challenge to get input from agencies that do not consider their main function to be transportation security, such as CBP. Officials from CBP—which is responsible for carrying out multiple activities related to air cargo and intermodal security in the 2018 national strategy—stated that they were not involved with the 2018 national strategy. CBP officials acknowledged that their programs to inspect cargo played a role in transportation security; however, they said they viewed their responsibilities as separate. For example, CBP officials stated that they are responsible for verifying the security of some cargo transported on planes but not the security of the planes themselves. However, TSA officials stated that they involved two individuals from CBP and will continue to reach out to CBP for information and involvement in the development of the 2020 national strategy. TSA officials stated that they are committed to collaborative development of the national strategy, and have taken an extra measure to seek comments from the public to inform the development of the 2020 national strategy using the Federal Register.44

In addition to agency collaboration, the development of the 2018 national strategy centered on agencies incorporating risks listed in their risk assessments. TSA officials from surface and aviation modes stated that they relied primarily on the Transportation Sector Security Risk Assessment; while Coast Guard officials relied on the National Maritime Strategic Risk Assessment and the National Maritime Terrorist Threat Assessment. TSA officials stated that they did not have documentation of the risks considered for the intermodal information for the 2018 strategy because the TSA official responsible for its development was no longer with the agency. However, officials stated that they are considering risks for the 2020 national strategy that are described in the Transportation Sector Security Risk Assessment and National Risks Estimate and provided documentation of these considerations.

We found that, in general, the risk-based priorities highlighted in the national strategy aligned with the risks identified in the assessments.45

44Specifically, in March 2019 TSA published a notice and request for comment in the Federal Register asking commenters to review the 2018 strategy base plan and submit any comments, edits, or questions they may have to inform development of the 2020 strategy, with comments due by April 25, 2019. See 84 Fed. Reg. 11,320 (Mar. 26, 2019).

45We could not assess the risks-based priorities in the intermodal appendix because, as described earlier, TSA could not identify the risk assessments used to identify the intermodal risk-based priorities.
For example, the 2018 national strategy identified the prevention of insider threats as part of a risk-based priority in its base plan and aviation-specific appendix. In addition, the aviation-specific appendix identified an activity, outcome, and performance measure aimed at addressing this threat. This aligns with the identification of insider threats as a key part of risks specified in TSA’s 2017 risk assessment. In addition, TSA and Coast Guard officials stated that they also considered and included emergent threat information—for example, new threats presented by cybersecurity. They decided to include these threats as a result of ongoing development of strategy documents both in TSA and across the interagency community, according to TSA officials.

The development of risk information in the 2018 national strategy remained within the context of each mode. TSA’s Transportation Sector Security Risk Assessment does provide information to compare risks across aviation and surface modes; however, that information is not included in the 2018 national strategy. Similar information related to Coast Guard risks is also not included in the 2018 national strategy, though available in Coast Guard risk assessments. The national strategy lays out areas where it could inform decision-making across modes; however, the information about transportation activities’ effectiveness does not currently lend itself to meaningful comparisons. For example, transportation security activities in the 2018 national strategy report outcome and performance measures, but not targets or results. TSA officials stated that they are developing the 2020 national strategy to include performance measures for activities to respond to risks, which will be the second iteration of measures in the national strategy. Corresponding performance results on activities that respond to risk-based priorities will be directly reported to Congress through annual reports on the progress of the national strategy’s implementation. Though this is not the same as providing cross-modal risk information, it would enable decision-makers to hold risk reduction activities accountable for results that they were intending to achieve, according to TSA officials.

In accordance with statutory requirements, the National Strategy for Transportation Security is to be the governing document for federal transportation security efforts. However, its unclear position among numerous related strategies has clouded its value in guiding federal efforts. In light of other strategies and governance documents, DHS, in consultation with DOT, can better communicate the applicability of the National Strategy for Transportation Security so that key stakeholders have clear direction on how to rely on the national strategy. As TSA

Conclusions
develops future iterations of the national strategy, key stakeholders would be better positioned to use it if the departments communicate how the national strategy aligns with related strategies. In the absence of such communication, transportation security stakeholders may continue to miss opportunities to use the national strategy as part of a whole-of-government approach to preventing terrorist attacks.

**Recommendation for Executive Action**

The Secretary of Homeland Security should, in consultation with the Secretary of Transportation, communicate to key stakeholders how the National Strategy for Transportation Security aligns with related strategies to guide federal efforts as it develops future iterations of the national strategy. (Recommendation 1)

**Agency Comments**

We provided a draft of this report to DHS and DOT for review and comment. In written comments, which are included in appendix II and discussed below, DHS concurred with our recommendation and described actions taken to address it. DHS and DOT also provided technical comments, which we have incorporated into the report, as appropriate.

DHS stated that the 2020 national strategy will elevate alignment language from the 2018 national strategy modal plans and better explain how the national strategy relates to newly issued strategies, among other things. These updates to the 2020 strategy are a positive step, and DHS should ensure that it further clarifies alignment language in the modal plans and communicates both newly issued and previous strategies alignment with the national strategy. Further communication about related strategies will provide better direction for key stakeholders on how to use the national strategy in relation to other strategies.
We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the acting Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, and the Secretary of the Department of Transportation. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions concerning this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or RussellW@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made significant contributions to this report are listed in Appendix III.
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Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Strategy, Policy Coordination, and Innovation office officials highlighted the TSA Strategy 2018-2026 and TSA Administrator’s Intent as important for setting TSA’s strategic priorities, objectives, and outcomes within the context of the National Strategy for Transportation Security. In addition, officials in relevant transportation modes in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Department of Transportation (DOT) identified the following strategic documents and planning resources as key for guiding decisions:¹

- **DHS:**
  - **TSA Aviation:** TSA Administrator’s Intent, the National Strategy for Aviation Security and its supporting plans, and the Transportation Sector Security Risk Assessment.
  - **U.S. Coast Guard:** National Strategy for Maritime Security and its supporting plans, the National Infrastructure Protection Plan, the National Maritime Transportation Plan, the U.S. Coast Guard Cybersecurity Strategy, Extremely Hazardous Cargo Strategy, the Small Vessel Security Strategy, the Strategy to Enhance International Supply Chain Security, and the Transportation System Sector-Specific Plan.
  - **TSA Surface:** TSA Strategy 2018-2026, TSA Administrator’s Intent, the National Infrastructure Protection Plan, the National Security Strategy, National Strategy for Counterterrorism, Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative, National Strategy for Information Sharing and Safeguarding, the Transportation Systems Sector-Specific Plan, and the Surface Transportation Security Inspectors Operations Plan.
  - **DOT:** National Infrastructure Protection Plan, Transportation Systems Sector-Specific Plan, and the National Recovery Resource Guide. DHS Should Communicate the National Strategy’s Alignment with Related Strategies to Guide Federal Efforts

¹Officials from TSA’s strategy office were unable to identify strategies that guided intermodal transportation security decisions. However, officials did point to a number of strategies that are informing the development of the 2020 National Strategy for Transportation Security. These documents include the National Strategy for Global Supply Chain Security, the National Risk Estimate, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection Strategic Plan, and the Global Aviation Security Plan.
November 1, 2019

W. William Russell
Acting Director, Homeland Security and Justice
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548


Dear Mr. Russell:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) appreciates the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) work in planning and conducting its review and issuing this report.

The Department is pleased to note GAO’s recognition of its work, primarily through the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and in consultation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, in developing the National Strategy for Transportation Security (NSTS).

As a leader in the global transportation security network, TSA continually strives to work collaboratively with others, both at home and abroad. Securing the transportation system is a complex mission that requires a “whole of community” approach. TSA remains committed to maintaining strong partnerships across government, industry, and with others integral to success in this shared security mission.

The draft report contained one recommendation with which the Department concurs. Attached find our detailed response to the recommendation. DHS previously submitted technical comments under a separate cover.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We look forward to working with you again.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

JIM H. CRUMPACKER, CIA, CFE
Director
Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office

Attachment
Attachment: Management Response to Recommendation
Contained in GAO-20-88

GAO recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security should, in consultation with
the Secretary of Transportation:

**Recommendation 1:** Communicate to key stakeholders how the National Strategy for
Transportation Security aligns with related strategies to guide federal efforts as it
develops future iterations of the national strategy.

**Response:** Concur. In the 2018 NSTS, the alignment language to related strategies is
listed in the appended modal plans. In the draft 2020 NSTS, this language is located in
the base plan, and better explains how the NSTS is related to newly issued strategies such
as the National Cyber Strategy and the National Strategy for Aviation Security. The draft
2020 NSTS base plan also includes the identification of the target audience and the
desired outcome of the NSTS, which is to “guide the implementation of federal security
programs and promote a national unity of effort across all communities.” Once finalized,
the draft 2020 NSTS will be shared with key stakeholders. Estimated Completion Date:
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